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ABSTRACT
-The effects of missing data upon zonal kinetic energy
calculations are investigated by constructing clusters of alternate
stations in the vicinity of certain primary stations in order to increase
the number of observations. Individual terms in both the symmetrical
and traditional forms of the zonal kinetic energy equation are evaluated.
The results are compared with previous calculations in which the effects
of missing data were not explicitly considered. An adjustment of approx-
imately three to five percent in the total number of missing reports
failed to detect any systenatic errors in the observed mean wind fields
and the lack of observations at various levels had only a marginal influ-
ence on the quantitative results. Additional bias in the data is discussed
and some recommendations for further research are presented
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background
With the advent of modern electronic data processing tech-
niques and the realization of a sufficiently dense network of upper-air
stations, observational studies perform an ever increasing role in the
development and refinemre nt of theoretical models of atmospheric pro-
cesses. The beginning of modern day observational studies dates back to
Priestly (1949) who demonstrated the feasibility of global computations by
calculating upper-level horizontal transports of water vapor and sensible
heat over Larkhill, England. That same year, horizontal momentum
transports extending around latitude circles for selected upper levels
were computed by Widger (1949). Two years later Mintz (1951), using
geostrophic--wind data, performed calculations for the entire depth of the
northern hemisphere. Subsequent momentum studies by Starr (1951) and
Starr and White (1951, 1952), using only observed winds, firmly estab-
lished the importance of large-scale eddies in maintaining the kinetic
energy of the zonal flow, a concept first proposed by Jeffreys (1926).
(For a recent discussion of this negative eddy viscosity concept and its
applications to systems other than the terrestrial atmosphere see Starr,
1968 and Starr and Gaut, 1970.)
Following these pioneering investigations, the Planetary
Circulations Project at M. I. T. has performed various observational
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studies of the kinetic energy of the zonally-averaged flow, gradually in-
creasing the size of the data sample to obtain a more detailed analysis of
the energy budget and to refine the computational procedures. For a com-
pilation of the major publications up to 1965 under this project, see Starr
and Saltzman (1966).
Over the last several years, various members of the project
have directed their attention to a thorough evaluation of the mean zonal
kinetic energy balance based on five years of daily upper-air data from
approximately 800 stations, located over the northern hemisphere and ex-
tending down to 200S latitude. This collection of data is known as the MIT
General Circulation Data Library and covers the five year period begin-
ning May 1, 1958.
It is convenient to point out at this time that the term "zonal
kinetic energy" or "kinetic energy" will be used interchangeably with the
expression "kinetic energy of the zonally-averaged flow". Since this
thesis pertains solely to the latter form of energy, the simplification
should not confuse the reader.
To determine the best method of analysis and to test different
cbmputational techniques in handling the previously mentioned five years
of data, preliminary calculations of the mean angular momentum and
zonal kinetic energy balance were performed by Starr, Peixoto and Gaut
(1970). Their findings were then utilized by others to study the zonal
kinetic energy balance in greater detail. Starr, Peixoto and Sims (1970)
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evaluated both the horizontal and the vertical energy conversion processes,
the latter being obtained indirectly through continuity principles. In a
similar manner, Sims (1969) considered the symmetrical form of the
zonal kinetic energy equation as formulated by Starr and Gaut (1969). In
addition, Sims (1970) investigated the horizontal transports of zonal kine-
tic due to Reynolds stresses acting across a boundary surface for various
latitude walls in the northern hemisphere. An evaluation of the vertical
transports of zonal kinetic energy by Reynolds stresses acting across
various pressure surfaces in the northern hemisphere was accomplished
by Rosen (1970, 1971). Finally, Walker (1969, 1970) used a 206 station
subset to test the full station network for a possible bias introduced by
the presence of a disproportionate number of land, versus sea, observa-
tion sites.
B. Statement of problem
A problem inherent with all observed-wind studies is that of
missing data in the upper levels. To reduce the influence from stations
having an excessively small number of observations at such levels, a
cut-off criterion was applied in the previous studies for each of the hori-
zontal levels at which observations existed. Thus a station was omitted
at a level if it failed to possess some arbitrary percentage of the total
possible observations at that level. While this procedure diminished the
use of unrepresentative data, the customary lack of observations at high
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altitudes still remained. (See Walker, 1969 for a complete listing of the
number of observations per level at each of the 799 stations during the
five year period. )
Among the possible reasons for missing reports, the two most
frequently discussed in the literature are strong winds and severe weather.
When strong winds prevail over an observation site, the radiosonde balloon
is usually a considerable distance away from the site by the time it reaches
the upper levels. In such cases, the balloon is either beyond the range of
the instruments, or the elevation angle is so small and erratic that it is
difficult, if not impossible, to recover the wind speed in the upper levels.
Since only reported winds were used in the five year data sample, the data
would appear to be biased in favor of light winds, Priestly and Troup
(1964) have found evidence at individual stations, over short time periods,
that the oiission of 10 percent of the strongest winds at a particular level
results in a disproportionate loss of wind observations possessing north-
ward components. The occurence of severe weather in the form of heavy
icing, thunderstorms etc., can prevent the successful launching of radio-
sonde equipment. Since these conditions are frequently associated with
the weather patterns ahead of upper-level troughs, they would also appear
to reduce the likelihood of obtaining wind measurements possessing north-
ward components.
If such selectivity exists in the occurrence of missing data,
then regardless of the cause, even a small number of missing reports
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could introduce systematic errors in momentum and energy calculations.
It is the purposeof this thesis to investigate the possibility of such errors
in the zonal kinetic energy balance as evaluated from the five years of data.
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CHAPTER II. OBSERVATIONAL MATERIAL
In order to increase the number of observations, clusters of
alternate stations were constructed for certain primary stations. Assum-
ing 400 km represents approximately one-tenth the wavelength of an aver-
age mid-latitude, upper-level wave, reports from alternate stations within
this distance were taken to approximate the imissing wind at the primary
station. Walker's 206 station subset formed the basic station network.
An attempt was then made to select suitable alternates at each site from
the remaining stations in the original 799 station set. Because of the
available station distribution, it was recognized at the outset that it would
be impossible to find alternates for all of the stations. Nevertheless,
clusters of alternate stations were found for 59 primary stations. The
individual alternates in each cluster were ranked according to their prox-
imity to the primary station. If two stations were located an equal dis-
tance away from the primary, the station with the greatest number of over-
all observations was given the higher ranking.
A complete station listing appears at the end of Chapter VI.
The station distribution is shown in Fig. 1. Alternate stations are denoted
by triangles, while all other stations are indicated by dots. The over-
whelming majority of alternate station clusters are associated with land
based stations. Practically no improvement could be made in the sparse
data regions over the oceans. Moreover, alternate stations do not exist
-12-
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Fig. 1. Map of stations approximating the distribution used at all
levels in the analysis. Alternate stations are shown by triangles; all
other stations are represented by dots. Stations south of the equator
were added to improve the analysis in the tropics. To augment the
basic wind data, alternate station reports were substituted for missing
reports at adjacent stations whenever possible.
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Table 1. Summary of station distribution
-number of basic
stations
number of alternate
station clusters
total number of
alternate stations
totals 206
Lat. (ON)
So of the
equator
0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81-90
164
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south of 30 N, since Walker's set of stations included all available stations
south of that latitude. Table 1 summarizes the distribution of the stations
displayed in Fig. 1 in various latitude belts. The majority of the alternate
station clusters lie between 30 N and 60 N, with the maximum number
occurring between 31 N and 40 N. It is within these middle latitude zones
that strong winds and severe weather should have the maximum effect in
reducing the number of observations.
In substituting for the missing reports, so-called map tapes
were used. These tapes list the original, daily reports for all 799 stations.
The reports are arranged according to levels (1000, 950, 850, 700, 500,
400, 300, 200, 100, and 50 mb). When a primary station report was
missing for a particular day and level, a wind was substituted from the
first ranked alternate site for the corresponding day and level. If the wind
was also missing at the first alternate, the remaining stations in the
cluster were checked one by one in an attempt to substitute for the miss-
ing primary station report. This procedure was performed whenever an
observation was missing at one of the 59 primary stations. Since a con-
siderable amount of computer time is involved in searching through the
data tapes to retrieve observations, it was decided to limit the study to
a single season. The winter season, representing the five years of total
number of observations for January, February and March was selected.
A breakdown on the number of observations per level obtained for the 59
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Table 2. Number of observations per level for the 59 primary stations.
The numbers in parenthese represent the percent of missing
observations compensated for by the added reports. The maximum
number of observations possible at any one level is 26,609
(59 stations x 451 days).
number of original
observations
number of observations
added from alternate
stations
total number of
observations
100
200
300
400
500
700
850
900
950
6,551
14,755
18,167
20,261
20,309
23,317
24,411
24,375
6,587
6,529
1000 8,286
3,919
5,357
4,247
3,327
3,439
2,142
1,542
1,680
1,868
1,604
3,924
1.,470 (20)
20,112 (45)
22,414 (50)
23,588 (52)
23,748 (55)
25,459 (68)
25,953 (71)
26,055 (75)
8,445 ( 9)
8,133 ( 8)
12,200 (21)
level
(mb)
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primary stations is given in Table 2. Since the maximum number of
observations possible for the entire set of 206 stations at any one level is
92, 906 (206 stations x 451 days), the total number of observations per
level is increased by approximately three to five percent through the use
of the alternate station reports.
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CHAPTER III. QUANTITIES TO BE EVALUATED
Before introducing the various terms that are to be evaluated,
it is first necessary to define some elementary operations. Any physical
quantity can be considered as the sum of a mean value and a deviation from
this mean. Applying this concept to the zonal wind component, Z , we
can write
(1)
The brackets represent an instantaneous spatial average along a
latitude circle and are defined by
(2)
where A denotes longitude. The quantity ( ) signifies the instantan-
eous departure. Furthermore, 14 can be expressed as
St U (3)
where the bar indicates averaging with respect to time and the prime
represents the departure. Letting U = l in equation (1), we obtain
where D~) indicates a time space average, and ( ) represents the
spatial deviation fromthis time average. In a similar manner, these
operations can be applied to the meridional wind component, V . The
latter is defined as positive toward the north, while 1l is positive toward
the east. For additional comments on the physical interpretation of these
operations, see Lorenz (1968).
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According to Sims (1969) and the assumptions made therein,
the time averaged symmetrical form of the zonal kinetic energy equation
can be written as follows:
0 = internal horizontal terms (5)
+ acon cO ado P
a -6a dc P
4 (a- a'co Ca-_ 3 a(ddP
)i a opa cos pO
13
{2}
-ff 0a cV] .L [ _addPabacospz
+ ffwa coep [v L[f f ~\ado# dcP
qI a 34lo 0-c0@
f{s}
{ "}
plus the internal vertical terms
+ ffc 2p(ra.na cCO p(f r.__ c addP3P Q-co-W {4}
2T2 ca E!) [ToJi
'3 L o }add dP
coo*(EZ[i E'j J +3*7EJ L3_ _L) add P
3 P a coup)+2. f6'1sJ
(5}
The horizontal coordinate,
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plus the vertical boundary terms at =
2 v[ a] dP
a co- 0,
EJ EvJ cU2 d P
aco p) g
21rTa'
?lIda
plus the horizontal boundary terms at P
{9'1
= P
(?P~~~~cL~~ cc a*o-Wl] d
U CO a7 do
a-COc6q5
denotes latitude and P , the vertical
coordinate, is in units of pressure and satisfies the hydrostatic equation.
Here 'a' represents the mean radius of the earth, while 9 is the accel-
eration due to gravity, and -A is the rate of the earth's rotation. The
quantity ~CF indicates the combined positive viscous effects of small-
(73
{83
cos4q5 [2] TCU1 cP
a cos p
C 0 Ew-1 [-i dp
1'
till
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scale turbulence and molecular motion, and (~o] is the time and space
averaged vertical velocity in pressure coordinates.
Since the various terms in (5) have been thoroughly discussed
by Sims and others (Starr and Gaut, 1969), only the more significant fea-
tures of the equation need be presented here. As written, (5) applies to a
polar cap region in the northern hemisphere, bounded below by a smooth
earth, above by the pressure surface P and to the south by the equatorial
plane. Each of the terms involves the product of some component of the
mean angular momentum transport and the time and space averaged rela-
tive angular velocity, ET/a Coe . The four components of the momen-
tum transports are: that associated with the basic rotation -. 2 , that as-
sociated with the relative motion [U) and that associated with U' and tU.
The latter represent the transient and standing eddy motions, respectively.
For positive generation of mean zonal kinetic energy to occur, the trans-
port of angular momentum must be up the angular velocity gradient. The
boundary terms, f7] through f9"3 and (10 through(12's3 represent the
transport of zonal kinetic energy accomplished by Reynolds stresses acting
across free boundary surfaces. Nowhere in (5) is the direct advection of
zonal kinetic energy represented. However, the process can be incorpor-
ated into the equation by performing various manipulations as shown by
Starr and Sims (1970). Finally, it should be noted that the quantity
(u>*.7 * Fwmir'] + (g,] appearing in terms (6's and {12's repre-
sents a composite of different scales of vertical motion (including friction).
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The methods used to evaluate this quantity, as well as flj , will be
discussed in the next chapter.
Two additional quantities which appear solely in the traditional
form of the equation (5) are also of interest. The first is the so-called
fUV term,
rdcoM#(2 2in#)f4 UO adpdP
acaes
which represents the work done by the zonal component of the Coriolis
force associated with [V] . The other term is
ffioa (2 co$)[ c3add P {4
which represEnts the work done by the Coriolis force associated with [LiJ.
Of further interest are 2 and 217bCO6%#( .i-?-
These last two sub-quantities signify the mean meridional transport of
angular momentum by standing and transient eddies, respectively.
In the sections to follow, the various terms will generally be
referred to only by the f expression to save space and time. For
convenience, the numbering scheme employed in equation (5) and for the
two Coriolis work terms is consistent with past energy studies (e. g.,
Starr, Peixoto and Sims, 1969 and Rosen, 1970).
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CHAPTER IV. METHOD OF EVALUATION
A. Analysis scheme
The input tapes were prepared from the original map-tapes
using substituted values for missing winds at the primary stations when--
ever possible. All reports on these modified tapes were screened to
eliminate erroneous observations. Any it exceeding 99 m sec 1, or V
exceeding 79 m sec I were discarded. Time averages of 14 and \/ were
next computed at the various pressure levels for each of the 59 stations.
To preclude the influence of unrepresentative data, any particular station
level possessing less than 30 percent, of the total number of observations
possible was discarded. However, it was necessary to reduce this value
to 10 percent- for some stations located in sparse data regions in order to
retain a significant number of stations for analysis. The covariances of
the temporal deviations, -/V' , were then calculated and averaged over
time to yield Ul'V'
Merging the data from all 206 stations, grid point values were
determined for 1 , V and at every ten degrees of latitude and
longitude, except near the pole where the spacing was reduced to five
degree intervals. After obtaining the time averaged grid point values, the
zonally averaged quantities, [U] , [V.1 , [w'] and [Ti*V'K1 were com-
puted at two degree intervals for each of the 20 pressure levels used in
the calculations. Lower level values were used as an initial guess in cases
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when observations were not available for the next higher level.
All computations, including the determination of grid point
values, were entirely machine processed. The final analyzed quantities
were printed out by the computer in the form of meridional cross sections.
The cross sections were then redrafted by hand so they could be presented
herein.
The programs for the actual computations were written by
Travelers Research Center, Inc. (TRC), using ANAL 68. ANAL 68 is a'
high speed programming language developed by TRC to facilitate the hand-
ling of a variety of different analysis schemes on two-dimensional fields.
The computations themselves were performed at the ESSA Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory at Princeton University on a UNIVAC 1108
computer. See Frazier et al. (1968) for further discussion on the basic
techniques employed.
B. Computational techniques
The mean vertical motion [51 is determined indirectly from
11.]. Considering the net mass between latitude circles as being con-
served, one can write a mass-flow stream function fk as follows:
(6)
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from which (--~ can be obtained.
A method must also be devised to evaluate the quantity
~tU-w* + (- [,) , which appears in terms f6's and
(12's . To accomplish this task a stream function X is written for
the absolute angular momentum, by considering non-divergent flow in a
mean meridional plane. The result is
21TacW2rFy~j
(8)
where and ~{p represent the total linear momentum transports
per unit area, or the mean stresses, across latitude walls and pressure
surfaces, respectively.
By neglecting the horizontal wind shears, the transport of
total momentum per unit area across a latitude wall can be written as
[1 2a&L U 4~ DO-[DOC-- - E J* + E 5277J (10)
A somewhat similar expression for the vertical transport of total angular
momentum can also be formulated. However, the wind shears in the ver-
tical play a more significant role and can not be neglected. The result is
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Equation (10) can be evaluated directly from the mean wind fields previ-
ously discussed. Hence upon integrating (8), the stream function is
obtained, and consequently p j is known. The combined value of the
vertical eddies and can now be solved for by using (11).
The observed vertical mass averaged of 1V.3 was not zero as
required by continuity requirements. It was therefore necessary to nor-
malize the values of [j] , so they would be more representative of actual
atmospheric processes and not produce erroneous results in the calcula-
tions. This was achieved by simply subtracting the vertical mass average
of [V] from the analyzed value of t\-] at each pressure level. The pro-
cedure can be written as
NORMLGZED ANO (12)
where Po represents the surface pressure.
This then is a brief review of the procedures used to evaluate
the various quantities of interest from the observations. Except for utiliz-
ing substituted reports to augment the basic wind data, the computations
were performed in a manner identical to previous calculations (Sims, 1969
and Rosen, 1970) so that the effects of missing data could be studied.
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CHAPTER V. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
A. Basic quantities
In the figures and tables to follow, the values in column I
were computed using alternate station reports in place of missing primary
reports whenever possible. These values are to be compared with the
results in column II, which were obtained without substituting for the
missing data. All values apply to a 15 month winter season only.
The meridional disturibution of the mean zonal velocity, [tzj,
is shown in the top two panels of Fig. 2. The two cross sections are
virtually identical. While the use of substituted reports appears to have
no effect on the values of [ix] , a couple of points should be noted. One,
the maximum value of DX] occurs just south of 300 N, in a region where
no alternate stations exist. Furthermore, during the winter season the
strongest portions of the mean jet are found just east of the Asian and
North American continents, two areas where the number of alternate
stations are few (see Fig. 1). Still, judging from-the number of reports
added per level (Table 2), any signficant bias due to missing data should
have been detected.
The mean meridional velocity, [V , is obtained from aver-
aging relatively large values of V having opposite sign. Hence a greater
uncertainty must be associated with estimates of [\/ than those of [ii .
It has been shown that Lv] is rather sensitive to observational sampling
-27-
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Fig. 2. Vertical meridional cross sectio'ns through the atmosphere dis-
playing the mean velocity components and stream function. The latter
quantity was obtained from [~. through mass continuity considerations
and is in units of 1012 g sec~1 . The values in column I were computed
using alternate station reports in place of missing primary station
reports whenever possible. These values are to be compared with the
results in column II, which were obtained using the original station
reports.
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(Starr, Peixoto and Gaut, 1970). It is somewhat surprising then, that the
two meridional cross sections of [7] (second row of panels in Fig. 2) are
so nearly identical. Only a very minor difference exists between the two
panels in the lower levels. In the upper levels, no distinguishable change
occurs by using additional reports. Due to smoothing, or some other fea-
ture in the objective analysis scheme, some differences show up south of
30 0 N, where no alternate stations exist.
Values of the vertical mass average of [V3 computed at every
two degrees of latitude are contained in Table 3 and plotted in the top two
panels of Fig. 3. Viewing the computations of [L.) in Table 3, the nega-
tive values between 200N and 460N have generally decreased in absolute
value through the use of substituted reports. From mass continuity con-
siderations, the values of [] in both columns should be approximatlely
zero. The large negative deviations in Fig. 3 and Table 3 indicate a fic-
titious southward transport of mass. A closer comparison between the
panels depicting [VI in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 reveals that the large negative
deviations in Fig. 3 coin cide with latitide zones in Fig. 2 where-the mer-
idional velocity possesses a southward maximum. The magnitude of these
deviations can be used as an indication of the reliability of the [.I 's at
the different latitudes. The maximum mid-latitude deviation appearing
in column I and column II of Table 3 are 23 and 24 cm sec~, respectively.
These values are comparable to those found in similar observational
studies of the general circulation (e. g. Tucker, 1959; Palmen and Vuorela,
-29-
Table 3. Vertically averaged values of the mean meridional velocity
and horizontal momentum transports.
1*-Yrjcse~
IO0/cm 2 sec-?
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30.
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
-0.69
-0.12
0.27
-1.91
-2.92
-4.95
-9.90
-13.2
-15.3
-16.6
-19.7
-20.7
-18.3
-17.4
-18.4
-21.1
-24.0
-23.5
-22.2
-17.5
-12.4
-12.9
-18.0
-16.1
4.38
22.5
19.9
10.5
8.53
11.6
15.4
20.6
24.3
17.9
2.65
-7.36
-9.35
-13.0
-16.1
-20.6
-26.8
-39.6
-63.8
-79.5
-77.8
[j471, COSY
10 cm2sec'a
I 'I I
3-.98
4.36
4.94
4.55
1.46
-2.47
-6.49
-11.4
-16.2
-18.5
-21.6
-23.5
-21.9
-19.6
-19.6
-20.4
-23.0
-25.0
-23.9
-20.7
-15.9
-13.2
-17.5
-17.1
1.65
21.5
22.2
13.8
9.31
10.6
13.3
17.2
22.7
22.0
9.57
-3.56
-9.51
-14.0
-16.2
-18.5
-22.5
-37.7
-63.5
-76.6
-81.4
-1.28
-1.43
-1.48
-1.30
-1.17
-0.83
-0.43
-0.09
0.43
0.89
1.43
2.23
2.99
3.26
3.27
2.67
2.22
2.20
2.38
2.11
1.84
1.62
1.19
0.57
-0.30
-0.48
-0.98
-1.45
-1.60
-1.66
-1.64
-1.54
-1.44
-1.19
-0.97
-0.73
-0.45
-0.24
-0.11
-0.03
0
0
0
0
0
Lat. (ON) cm sec'
I I
-1.20
-1.29
-1.41
-1.39
-1.23
-0.90
-0.60
-0.27
0.19
0.71
1.27
1.90
2.65
3.18
3.34
3.21
2.67
2.20
2.25
2.37
2.13
1.84
1.49
0.90
0.17
-0.25
-0.66
-1.26
-1.55
-1.64
-1.64
-1.58
-1.51
-1.32
-1.07
-0.84
-0.58
-0,30
-0.15
-0.05
0
0
0
0
0
-0-.44
0.09
0.53
1.17
1.95
2.90
4.02
5.14
6.25
7.28
8.13
8.80
9.29
9.81
10.1
9.94
9.37
8.43
7.40
6.30
5.08
4.15
3.40
2.73
2.19
1.70
1.20
0.75
0.31
-0.11
-0.33
-0.37
-0.39
-0.34
-0.38
-0.31
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Fig. 3. Profiles of vertical integrals depicting the mean meridional
velocity (top two panels) and the mean meridional transport of rela-
tive angular momentum by standing eddies (middle two panels) and
transient eddies (bottom two panels). The momentum transports
need to be multiplied by 217a" to be in the proper units. The val-
ues in column I were calculated from the augmented wind data, while
the results shown in column II were obtained from the original data.
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Fig. 4. Vertical meridional cross sections through the atmosphere
showing the distribution of the mean meridional transport of angular
momentum by standing eddies (top two panels) and transient eddies
(bottom two panels). Both eddy transports need to be multiplied by
2 1'T to be in the proper units. Values in column I were computed
using alternate station reports in place of missing primary station
reports whenever possible. Values in column II were obtained using
only the original station reports.
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1963; and Vuorela and Tuominen, 1964).
The mass stream function is presented in the bottom two panels
of Fig. 2. Minus values indicate counterclockwise circulation. The units
12 -1
are 10 g sec . Some small differences in the two panels can be detected.
The indirect Ferrel cell has shifted its position slightly to the south. At
the same time, the upper and lower portions of the tropical Hadley cell have
increased in area and strength by using alternate station reports.
Fig. 4 shows cross sections through the atmosphere of the mean
horizontal transport of relative angular momentum by the action of standing
eddies (top two panels) and transient eddies (bottom two panels). The units
4 2 -2
are 10 cm sec . Positive values indicate northward momentum trans-
port. Table 3 contains values of the vertical integral of the eddy quantities
shown in Fig. 4. The meridional profiles of these integrals are displayed
in the last two rows of panels in Fig. 3. The transports shown in the two
figures and Table 3 need to be multiplied by 21T0 to be in proper units.
The values of the two eddy momentum transports demonstrate little change
as a result of substituting for missing data. In. fact, the values shown in
Table 3 and Fig. 4 do not differ significantly from previous results based
upon the full 799 station set (Macdonald and Frazier, 1969).
B. Internal horizontal processes
1. Evaluation of term (1'3
-33-
2 coo (2.n n $i ad<6dP
a co
From the previous discussion of [~7] , one would expect that
any variation in (i' due to missing data would be primarily the result of
changes in [DJ . Small changes in vI should have the greatest effect on
(1'J in regions of large [iU] 's. The presence of the trigonometric factor
Co-(CA4(q also acts to enhance any mid-latitude changes in I v.
The meridional distribution of the integrand of 1'3 is shown
in the top two rows of panels in Fig. 5a. Both the upper-level area of
negative generation adjacent to the mean jet and the considerable weaker
area of positive generation located below it occur in a region where the
number of alternate station clusters is a maximum. Consequently, any
effects from using substituted data should be more discernible in these
two areas. The central value in the lower level area is slightly reduced
by using the substituted reports, but the magnitude of this change is insuf-
ficient to indicate any bias from missing data due to severe weather, or
to any other cause. The values in the upper-level area, where presum-
ably strong winds would also tend to reduce the number of observations,
show even less effect through the use of alternate station reports.
The computed value of f1' for atmospheric volumes of vari-
ous depth is given in Table 4. The horizontal limits of integration are
fixed at the pole and the equator. For the vertical integral, the lower
limit is fixed at the 1013 mb pressure surface, while the upper limit is
-34-
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Fig. 5a. These cross sections display'the distribution of the inte-
grands of terms {1) , f17 and f2J and represent the generation
of zonal kinetic energy for the internal horizontal processes involv-
ing mean motions. The units are 106 cm 2 sec . The values in
column I were calculated from the augmented wind data, while the
computations shown in column II were obtained from the original data.
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Table 4. Generation of zonal kinetic energy by internal horizontal processes for atmospheric volumes
201
of various depth. Units are 10 ergs sec-.
101tomb 1 2 (3' f3'3
I II I II I II I II I II
913 mb 0.58 0.87 -1.12 -1.46 0 0 0 0 0 0
813 mb 1.69 1.96 0.73 1.28 0 0 0 0.01 0.06 0.01
713 mb 3.02 3.36 4.83 5.91 0.02 0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.19 0.19
613 mb 3.76 4,18 7.67 9.34 0.04 0.04 -0.01 -0.01 0.43 0.43
513 mb 4.19 4.73 7.81 10.3 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.86 0.86
413 mb 3.13 3.84 2.61 6.04 -0.07 -0.03 0.22 0.22 1.45 1.45
313 mb 0.06 0.96 -7.96 -3.63 -0.39 -0.32 0.47 0.47 2.45 2.44
213 mb -1.61 -0.48 21.0 25.9 0.44 0.57 0.15 0.15 4.13 4.12
113 mb -0.79 0.54 68.9 73.7 2.07 2.23 -0.17 -0.18 5.36 5.34
69.9 74.5 2.05 2.2213 mb -4.92 -3.73
-0.23 -0.24 5.67 5.64
-36-
allowed to vary by 100 mb increments up to the 13 mb pressure surface.
The hemispheric value of (1'} is increased by roughly 30 percent through
the use of alternate station data. The disparity between the two sets of
values is greatest for the volumes extending above 313 mb. Within these
volumes, strong winds associated with the mean jet should have their
maximum effect in reducing the number of observations at the primary
stations.
2. Evaluation of term (1l
2fTa' c$Zq (- a co3'7 O a do dP
Term (1 represents the generation of mean zonal kinetic
energy through the meridional transport of angular momentum associated
with the rotation of the earth, ) . Because of the large magnitude of
a.-a Co-sb the above term, as well as the other L -terms in equation
(5), are sensitive to changes in [/] or [&di . The factor CO"alo appear-
ing in these terms, however, nullifies the importance of such effects at
high latitudes.
The middle two panels of Fig. 5a depict the distribution of the
integrand of 13 . A decrease has taken place in the positive generation
in the upper levels north of the mean jet. A somewhat larger change is
noticeable in the tropics, where small changes in have filtered south
of 300 N and are amplified by the factor a.r -a0 .
-37-
In Table 4, some changes in the value of (1N can also be
noticed. With the exception of the lowest layer volume, the positive gen-
eration of zonal kinetic energy represented by (10 is. reduced when the
alternate station observations are used.
3. Evaluation of term (2:
2 I cot [a] ].. ado dP
The above term represents the generation of mean zonal kinetic
energy by the meridional transport of angular momentum associated with
the relative rotation [ii . Since the various factors contained in {2-
are of relatively small magnitude, changes in . are not so critical in
{21 as they are in {1 .
The meridional distribution of the integrand of f2) is presented
in the bottom two panels of Fig. 5a. Some minor differences can be noted
between the two panels in the upper-level region near 20 N. The values of
J23 appearing in columns I and II of Table 4 are virtually the same for
volumes below 313 mb. For volumes extending above 313 mb, the two sets
of values slightly diverge. By substituting for missing data, the hemispheric
value of {2. is reduced from 2. 22 to 2. 05 x 1020 ergs sec~1
4. Evaluation of term (3' :
f(raz co-p [T v*3 L(a aC d P
) g a a-coop
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Term t3'1 represets the generation of mean zonal kinetic
energy arising from the meridional transport of angular momentum asso-
cinted with standing eddies.
The meridional distribution of the integrand of f33 is given
in the top two cross sections of Fig. 5b. The area of maximum genera-
tion located in the tropical lower stratosphere remains unchanged. This
result may be partially due to the fact that the region lies outside the area
in which alternate station reports are used. Howeve r, a closer compari-
son between the two panels fails to reveal any noticeable differences even
in the more northerly latitudes, where alternate stations do exist. The
computed values of {3'1 in Table 4 also demonstrate little, if any, change
as a result of adding substituted data. The stability of f3'1 is in sharp
contrast td the previously discussed terms, whose individual values were
similar, but nevertheless did change slightly when alternate station obser-
vations were used.
5. Evaluation of term (3"}:
?Weco~f sv] L (Ca~l acA cJ Pff 5a c,6 aco- ,5
The integral of term (3' represents the generation of mean
zonal kinetic energy arising from the meridional transport of angular mo-
mentim associated with transient eddies.
Since the maximum negative viscosity effect associated with
transient eddies occurs in a region of strong winds (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3),
-39-
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Fig. 5b. Vertical meridional cross sections through the atmosphere
showing the distribution of the integrands of terms f3'j and {3"}
for the generation of zonal kinetic energy associated with standing
and transient eddies, respectively. The units are 10 6 cm 2 sec- 1 .
The values in column I were obtained from the augmented wind
data, while the results shown in column II were calculated from the
original data.
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one might expect the values of (3"j to be readily influenced by missing data
due to strong winds. However, from Fig. 5b (bottom two panels), the values
appear to be relatively unaffected by the use of substituted observations.
The stability of term (3'" is also observed in its values ap-
pearing in Table 4. The fact that (3"1 remained virtually unchanged
tends to support previous findings (Starr, Peixoto and Gaut, 1970), which
showed (3"j to be rather invariant for both observational sampling and
small changes in the analysis scheme.
C. Internal vertical processes
1. Evaluation of term (4':
2@(2 aCo)[uEJ Ca] a d4 dP
The quantity [3] was obtained from r~V] through mass con-
tinuity restrictions. It therefore suffers from the same inaccuracies as
discussed with regard to [vi , and any variation in the terms involving
vertical motions should ultimately depend on changes in liv .
To provide an insight into the effects of missing data on the
vertical internal, processes, cross sections through the atmosphere of
the meridional distribution of the integrands of {4'} and the other internal
vertical terms are given in Fig. 6. The top two panels of Fig. 6 picture
the distribution of the integrand of f4'J . While the values are small,
some differences exist between the two panels around 30 N.
-41-
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Fig. 6. Meridional cross sections showing the distribution of the
integrands of terms (4'1 , [4} , f5} and f6's} for the genera-
tion of zonal kinetic energy due to internal vertical processes. The
-units are 106 cm 2 sec~1 . The values in column I were calculated
from the augmented wind data, while the results shown in column II
were obtained from the original data.
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Table 5 contains the values of (4'1 , as well as the other in-
ternal vertical terms, for atmospheric volumes of various depth. The
values were obtained in a manner identical to that used in Table 4. The
influence of missing data on {41 is of little interest due to the small
magnitude of the values.
2. Evaluation of term (4:
f21T& co o (-ta ac $ 30j] L n.ad~d Pfjga c3P c L~ ~l a acq
The above term represents the generation of mean zonal kinetic
energy by the vertical transport of angular mommtum associated with the
rotation of the earth, .11-.
The two cross sections in Fig. 6 depicting the integrand of (4)
are surprisingly similar. The only noteworthy difference between the two
panels is a minor decrease in the central values in the upper-level region
south of 30 0N. The values of (4j appearing in Table 5 also indicate only
a small percentage change, having decreased in absolute magnitude for the
calculations involving substituted data. One might have anticipated some-
what larger variations, since 14} contains the factor a-. Co-0 ., which
should make it fairly sensitive to changes in .
3. Evaluation of term (5:
c) P Lacosp
Table 5. Generation of zonal kinetic energy by internal vertical processes for atmospheric volumes
-*-I
of various depth. Units are 10 ergs sec .
1013 mb {4'} 4 t5} {6's
to I II I II I II I II
913 mb 0 0 -1.08 -4.53 0 0.02 -3.84 -3.02
813 mb 0 0 -5.34 -10.0 0 0.01 -5.01 -4.34
713 mb 0 0.01 -13.6 -18.3 -0.04 -0.05 -5.30 -4.80
613 mb 0.01 0.01 -21.7 -26.6 -0.14 -0.17 -5.-08 -4.72
513 mb 0.01 0.02 -33.5 -38.9 -0.41 -0.48 -4.34 -4.12
413 mb 0.02 0.03 -47.7 -52.9 -0.90 -1.01 -3.21 -3.08
313 mb 0.04 0.05 -68.7 -73.3 -1.94 -2.09 -1.78 -1.70
213 mb 0.06 0.07 -84,9 -88.9 -3.09 -3.26 -0.76 -0.69
113 mb 0.07 0.08 -76.2 -80.7 -2.33 -2.47 -0.99 -0.95
13 mb 0.07 0.08 -74.3 -78.9 -2.21 -2.35 -1.24 -1.26
-44-
Term (5} represents the generation of mean zonal kinetic
energy by the vertical transport of angular momentum associated with the
relative rotation [i..
The meridional distribution of the integrand of J51 is given in
the third row of panels in Fig. 6. The maximum value of (53 occurs in
conjunction with the mean downward motion associated with the mid-latitude
indirect cell. This maximum value is slightly reduced in the calculations
using the alternate station reports. From Table 5, the overall effect of
substituting for missing data was to inhibit the negative generation of
zonal kinetic represented by (53 . The hemispheric value of (5 decreased
20 -1from -2. 35 to -2. 21 x 10 ergs sec through the use of alternate stations.
4. Evaluation of term (6's)
rFcP EEO co do c/P
The generation of mean zonal kinetic energy due to the vertical
transport of angular momentum by eddies of all scales (including friction)
is represented by (6's3 .
Since the term represents a composite of different scales of
vertical motion, it is perhaps important to point out the signficance at-
tached to the sign of f6's) . Since molecular scale eddies (friction) tend
to reduce the kinetic energy of the zonal flow, positive values represent
net generation due to the negative viscosity effects of large-scale vertical
eddies. On the other hand, negative values represent net negative genera-
-45-
tion, which can be ascribed to either large-scale eddies acting in the
classical sense, or frictional dissipation, or a combination of both.
The bottom two panels in Fig. 6 represent the distribution of
the integrand of(6's) . Some small differences exist between the two
panels in the area of positive generation located in the middle troposphere
south of the mean jet. Both the maximum value and the lateral extent of
this region have increased for the panel shown in column I. However, the
use of additional reports fails to produce any significant variation between
the two cross sections, or in the values of(6's3 presented in Table 5.
D. Vertical boundary processes
1. Evaluation of term 7at (,:
The above term represents the transport of mean zonal kinetic
energy resulting from work done by the stress component associated with
the rotation of the earth, JL , acting across the latitude wall at < , .
The meridional distribution of the integrands of the vertical
boundary terms in equation (5) are shown in Fig. 7. The units are
14 3 -110 cm sec . Positive regions in the cross sections represent the
northward transport of zonal kinetic energy by Reynolds stresses, acting
across free boundary surfaces. In the two panels depicting the integrand
of (73 , the transport of zonal kinetic energy between 300N and 400N is of
-46-
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Fig. 7. These cross sections show the distribution of the integrands
of the terms indicated and represent the transport of zonal kinetic
energy due to vertical boundary processes. The units are 10" cms sec
The results in column I were obtained from the augmented wind data,
while the values in column II were computed from the original data.
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particular interest. The number of substituted reports should be a maxi-
mum in this region, and it is within these middle latitudes that strong
winds and severe weather should have their optimum effect in reducing
the number of reports. The area of northward transport shows a small
decrease in value, while the upper-level southward transport is slightly
increased by using alternate station reports.
Table 6 contains the values of the integrands pictured in Fig. 7.
20 -1
The units are 10 ergs sec . The integrals are computed at every two
degrees of latitude. The vertical profiles of the integrals are plotted in
Fig. 8. (Note that the vertical scale for (7} is an order of magnitude
larger than that of the other terms pictured in Fig. 8.) The values of (7
in Tale 6 are fairly consistent, though again, some small changes can be
detected between the two.sets of computations. The transport of energy
into the mean jet in the region between 300N and 400N has been somewhat
enhanced through substituting for missing data. South of the jet, where
presumably the variations are due to smoothing in the analysis, the net
northward energy transport has slightly decreased.
2. Evaluation of term (8) at 0 = 0 :f T CZM E7LL I_1 CalJ d P
Term (8 represents the transport of mean zonal kinetic
energy resulting from work done by the stress component associated with
the relative rotation ., acting across the latitude wall at .
Table 6. Transport of zonal kinetic energy across various latitude walls by vertical boundary processes.
20 gUnits are 10 ergs sec~.
Lat. (0N)
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
3.65
7.90
10.8
14.4
20.2
27.4
30.8
31.3
29.9
26.3
19,4
10.5
3.83
-3.47
-12.6
-22.2
-30.8
-33.5
-30.9
-25.4
-18.6
f7} {8 }
II
4.66
8.55
12.4
15.8
21.3
28.4
32.1
33.4
33.1
30.6
24.5
15.9
8.92
0.86
-8.90
-19.3
-28.8
-32.3
-30.4
-25.4
-18.8
-0.03
-0.06
-0.09
-0.09
-0.04
0.11
0.35
0.66
0.94
1.15
1.05
0.66
-0.26
-0.35
-1.19
-2.12
-2.96
-3.17
-2.83
-2.24
-1.54
49 '}
-0.04
-0.07
-0.10
-0.10
-0.04
0.11
0.36
0.67
0.98
1.23
1.19
0.86
0.50
-0.11
-0.97
-1.93
-2.83
-3.10
-2.81
-2.24
-1.56
0.07
0.06
0.05
0
-0.10
-0.23
-0.29
-0.24
-0.05
0.32
0.88
1.84
3.12
4.04
4.36
3.97
3.16
2.75
2.77
2.60
2.12
1I
0.06
0.05
0.03
-0.02
-0.12
-0.24
-0.29
-0.24
-0.05
0.32
0.88
1.83
3.11
4.04
4.36
3.98
3.18
2.78
2.80
2.63
2.14
0.49
0
-0.05
-0.09
-0.07
0.10
0.54
1.32
2.46
3.99
5.75
7.69
9.57
11.0
12.2
12.6
12.3
11.2
9.62
7.94
6.13
0.05
0
-0.05
-0.09
-0.06
0.11
0.55
1.33
2.47
3.99
5.74
7.69
9.56
11.0
12.2
12.6
12.3
11.2
9.62
7.95
6.13
Table 6. (continued)
(73. (83.9
Lat. (ON) I1
42 -14.3 -14.7 -1.12 -1.14 1.73 1.75 4.61 4.61
44 -12.1 -12.6 -0.88 -0.90 1.34 1.36 3.47 3.47
46 -9.43 -9.86 -0.64 -0.63 0.80 0.81 2.50 2.50
48 -5.21 -5.60 -0.30 -0.31 0.25 0.25 1.78 1.78
50 -1.06 -1.39 -0.05 -0.06 -0.16 -0.16 1.30 1.30
52 0.92 0.65 0.06 0.05 -0.46 -0.46 0.93 0.93
54 1.35 1.15 0.08 0.08 -0.73 -0.73 0.64 0.64
56 1.77 1.65 0.11 0.10 -0.91 -0.91 0.39 0.39
58 2.56 2.56 0.15 0.15 -0.99 -0.99 0.13 0.13
60 3.10 3.18 0.17 0.18 -1.08 -1.08 -0.06 -0.06
62 3.30 3.39 0.18 0.19 -1.11 -1.11 -0.15 -0.15
64 3.28 3.35 0.18 0.18 -1.12 -1.12 -0.20 -0.20
66 2.83 2.88 0.16 0.16 -1.05 -1.05 -0.23 -0.23
68 1.74 1.80 0.09 0.10 -0.91 -0.91 -0.27 -0.27
70 0.55 0.61 -0.01 0.01 -0.77 -0.77 -0.29 -0.29
72 0.14 0.21 -0.02 -0.02 -0.56 -0.57 -0.25 -0.25
74 0.01 0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.34 -0.34 -0.17 -0.17
76 -0.16 -0.11 -0.05 -0.04 -0.18 -0.18 -0.10 -0.10
78 -0.19 -0.16 -0.04 -0.04 -0.08 -0.08 0.04 -0.04
80 -0.18 -0.17 -0.04 -0.04 -0.08 -0.01 0 0
82 -0.09 -0.09 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0 0 0
84 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0 0 0 0
86 0 -0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0
88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-50-
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Fig. 8. Meridional profiles of terms (7} , {8} , {9'j and f9"3-
representing the transport of zonal kinetic energy across various
latitude walls. The units are 102 0 ergs sec~ . The values in
column I were calculated from the augmented wind data, while the
results shown in column II were obtained from the original data.
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The dependence of (81 upon the quantity EU21 makes the term
sensitive to variations in [V} which occur in the'vicinity of the mean jet.
From Fig. 7, we can see that a small increase has taken place in the
amount of energy being fed southward into the jet. This change is also
reflected in the values of (8} shown in Table 6.
3. Evaluation of term ( 9'} at
jcj~ aco-q5
The above term represents the mean zonal kinetic energy trans-
port resulting from the work done by the stress component associated with
the standing eddy motions, acting across the latitude wall at
Meridional cross sections displaying the integrand of (9' are
given in the third row of panels in Fig. 7. The two panels for [9'1 are
virtually identical. The stability of f9' is further demonstrated in the
meridional profiles shown in Fig. 8.
4. Evaluation of term (9 4J at =,
(21T az C.osq0 [ u.'v'[ 3E[h. dP
Term (9"J represents the transport of mean zonal kinetic
energy resulting from the work done by the stress component associated
with transient eddy motions, acting across the latitude wall at C1 .
The use of additional data has no appreciable influence on the
values of the integrand (94J pictured in Fig. 7. The Values of f9'3 in
-52-
Table 6 and Fig. 8 are also relatively unaffected by using the substituted
observations.
E. Horizontal boundary processes
1. Evaluation of term (10} at P = P,
aco,64
Term (10 represents the transport of mean zonal kinetic
energy resulting from the work done by the stress component associated
with the rotation of the earth, -- , acting across the pressure surface
at P . As with the previously discussed .-. -terms, 10)- is generally
large and should be sensitive to variations in [iB) .
To aid in studying the effects of missing data on the horizontal
boundary processes, the meridional distribution of the integrands of terms
(101 ,f111 and (12's) are pictured in Fig. 9. The units are 1012 ergs
-1 -1
cm sec . Positive regions in the cross sections represent the net
downward transport of mean zonal kinetic energy by Reynolds stresses
acting across free boundary surfaces. The two panels displaying the
integrand of (10 show a small difference in the central value near 280N.
The downward flux of zonal kinetic energy in this region is increases from
58. 0 to 60. 3 by using alternate station observations.
Table 7 contains the values of the horizontal integrals of the
20 -1quantities shown in Fig. 9. The units are 10 ergs sec . The values
are computed at 50 mb intervals beginning at the 913 mb level and going
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Fig. 9. The above cross sections depict- the distribution of the in-
tegrands of terms {Q0} (// and f/2'53 and represent the transport
of zonal kinetic energy due to horizontal boundary processes. The
units are 10 10? ergs cm~Isec~1 . The values in column I were computed
using alternate station reports in place of missing primary station
reports whenever possible. These values are to be compared with the
results in column II, which were obtained using the original station
reports.
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Table 7. Transport of zonal kinetic energy across various pressure
surfaces by horizontal boundary processes. Units are
?o
10 ergs sec .
Pressure fo fil1 1l2'sl
(mb) I II I II I .II
13
63 2.52 2.66 0.11 0.12 -2.12 -2.22
113 9.21 9.35 0.60 0.63 -3.27 -3.44
163 27.9 27.9 2.28 2.63 -3.44 -3.60
213 57.8 57.7 4.88 5.01 -4.27 -4.36
263 74.8 75.1 5.72 5.89 -4.30 -4.31
313 69.9 70.8 4.48 4.65 -3.30 -3.21
363 57.7 58.5 3.08 3.25 -2.64 -2.47
413 43.6 46.1 2.04 2.19 -2.28 -2.05
463 33.2 36.1 1.32 1.45 -1.76 -1.47
513 25.6 28.9 0.86 0.98 -0.95 -0.64
563 19.4 22.9 0.53 0.62 -0.02 0.33
613 13.9 17.6 0.28 0.34 0.91 1.25
663 10.5 14.3 0.15 0.19 '1.64 1.96
713 8.51 12.5 0.09 0.11 2.26 2.57
763 6.08 10.4 0.04 0.05 2.89 3.18
813 3.85 8.44 -0.01 -0.01 3.40 3.62
863 2.63 7.43 -0.01 -0.04 3.64 3.77
913 1.42 5.73 -0.01 -0.04 3.39 3.48
963 0.30 2.44 0 -0.01 2.15 2.58
1013
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up to the 63 mb pressure surface. The profiles of the integrals are plotted
in Fig. 10. Comparing the two sets of values for (10} in Table 7, one can
see that the spread is greatest in the middle levels. Surprisingly, the two
values are quite close around the level of the mean jet, where any light
wind bias would be at a maximum.
2. Evaluation of term (11) at P = P,
~~LaI ccdq4
The transport of mean zonal kinetic energy resulting from the
work done by the stress component associated with the relative motion [El ,
acting across the pressure surface at P .
The middle two panels in Fig. 9 represent the distribution of
the integrand of fi1 . The values appear relatively unaffected by using
substituted reports. Some very minor changes have taken place in {113
when one considers the profiles shown in Fig. 10 (note the difference in
horizontal scale between (10) and the other terms presented in the
figure). The use of additional data has resulted in a slight decrease in
the downward flux of zonal kinetic energy at all levels. The maximum
difference between the two sets of computations takes place near the level
of the mean jet, where any effect from missing data is amplified by the
factor [El 4 appearing in f(I).
3. Evaluation of term 112's} at P P,
HORIZONTAL
11 1
0 40 80 0 40 80
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10. Vertical profiles of terms (10 ,t{1}
energy across various pressure surfaces.
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Term f12's3 represents the transport of mean zonal kinetic
energy resulting from work done by the stress component associated with
all scales of vertical eddies (including friction), acting across the pressure
surface at P,
The two panels depicting the meridional distribution of the
integrand of f12's) are practically identical. Viewing the values of f12's)
plotted in Fig. 10 and displayed in Table 7, some slight changes have taken
place using the substituted data. Below 613 mb, the net downward flux of
zonal kinetic energy has decreased, while in the region above that level,
the net upward transport shows a comparable increase.
F. Other considerations
In the previous sections, the terms appearing in both the tradi-
tional and the symmetrical forms of the zonal kinetic energy equation were
discussed individually with regard to the effects of missing data. In this
section we shall deal with the effects of missing data as they apply to the
net zonal kinetic energy balance in atmospheric volumes of various depth.
Since the kinetic energy of the zonal flow should be essentially
conserved in the long-term average, the sums of the respective terms in
both forms of the zonal kinetic energy equation should theoretically equal
zero. This condition is imposed in the calculations by using mass-continuity
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conditions and by incorporating the frictional dissipation with the effects
of trertical eddies in terms {6s3 andfl2's3 .
As a result of the smooth-earth approximation, the torque
exerted upon the atmosphere by the pressure differential across mountain
ranges is neglected in both the traditional and symmetrical forms of the
energy equation (see Starr and Gaut, 1969). The omission of this term
can then lead to systematic errors in the net zonal kinetic energy balance.
These errors are reduced by utilizing the mean pressure differential across
mountain barriers, as computed by White (1949).
Table 8 contains the results of balancing the individual term
appearing in the traditional form of the zonal kinetic energy equation, with
20 -1the mountain torque correction included. The units are 10 ergs sec
The values in column I are computed from the modified data, and are to be
compared with the results in column II, which are computed from the
original station reports. The values of the vertical boundary terms ( (8}
{9' and {9"I ) represent the flux of zonal kinetic energy through a
vertical wall of variable height placed at the equator. The values of the
remaining terms have been presented previously (Tables 4, 5, and 7) and
are included here simply for completeness.
The sums of the terms for both sets of calculations appear in
the row labeled residual. Because of the imposed continuity restriction,
the magnitude of these residuals is more representative of the accuracy
of the computations than the quality of the data. Nevertheless, some
Table 8. Mean zonal kinetic energy balance for atmospheric volumes of various depth. Units are
10 ergs sec
913 mb
I
0.58
0
0
0
0
0
-3.84
-0.01
0.01
0
813 mb
II
0.87
0
0
0
0
0.02
-3.02
0
0
0
1013 mb
to
(l 1)
(2)
(3' 1
f3".
(4) J
f5}
f6' s3
(83
f9'j
9"1
fi11
12'sl
mountain
torque
I
1.69
0
0
0.06
0-
0
-5.01
-0.02
0.03
0.01
713 mb
1.96
0
0.01
0.01
0
0.01
-4.34
-0.01
0.01
0
0.01 -0.01
3.40 3.62
-0.14
3.02
0.02
-0.01
0.19
0
-0.04
-5.30
-0.03
0.03
0.02
3.36
0.02
-0.01
0.19
0.01
-0.05
-4.80
-0.03
0.03
0
0.09 0.11
2.26 2.57
. 613
3.76
0.04
-0.01
0.43
0.01
-0.14
-5.08
-0.03
0.03
0.02
mb 513 mb
4.18
0.04
-0.01
0.43
0.01
-0.17
-4.72
-0.03
0.03
0
0.28 0.34
0.91
-0.14
1.25
-0.14
4.19
0.04
0.04
0.86
0.01
-0.41
-4.34
-0.03
0.03
0.02
II
4.73
0.05
0.04
0.86
0.01
-0.48
-4.12
-0.03
0.03
0
0.86 0.98
-0.95 -0.64
-0.14
0.16 1.18 0.23 1.28 0.21 1.24 0.30 1.33
-0.01 -0.04
3.39 3.48
-0.14
residual -0.02 1.17
Table 8. (continued)
413 mb 313 mb
3.84
-0.03
0.22
1.45
0.03
-1.01
-3.08
-0.03
0.03
-0.01
2.19
-2.05
0.06
-0.39
0.47
2.45
0.04
-1.94
-1.78
-0.03
0.04
-0.02
4.48
-3.30
1013 mb
to
(1'
f2)
C3
'(3
'(3"3.
f4~3
{5}
(6' s)
(81
19'1
(9"}
(12 'sly
mountain
torque
213 mb
II
0.96
-0.32
0.47
2.44
0.05
-2.09
-1.70
-0.03
0.04
-0.02
4.65
-3.21
I
-1.61
0.44
0.15
4.13
0.06
-3.09
-0.76
-0.03
0.05
-0.02
4.88
-4.27
-0.14
113 mb
-0.48
0.57
0.15
4.12
0.07
-3.26
-0.69
-0.03
0.03
-0.01
5.01
-4.36
-0.79
2.07
-0.17
5.36
0.07
-2.33
-0.99
-0.03
0.07
0.01
0.60
-3.27
-0.14
.13 mb
0.54
2.23
-0.18
5.34
0.08
-2.47
-0.95
-0.03
0.05
0
0.63
-3.44
-4.92
2.05
-0.23
5.67
0.07
-2.21
-1.24
-0.04
0.06
0.05
-0.14
x1
-3.73
2.22
-0.24
5.64
0.08
-2.35
-1.26
-0.03
0.07
0.06
-0.14
0.07 1.10 0.48 0.99
-0.14
I
3.13
-0.07
0.22
1.45
0.02
-0.90
-3.21
-0.03
0.03
0
2.04
-2.28
residual 0.43 1.43 0.60 1.69 
-0.71 0.29
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interesting similarities and differences exist between the two sets of values.
The largest spread between the two residuals occurs not in the
vicinity of the mean jet, or even in the upper-levels, but in the lowest layer
volume between 1013 mb and 913 mb, where the two values differ by 1. 19.
Since the residuals are for cumulative layers, this value then accounts for
most of the difference observed between the values in the volumes extending
above the 913 mb level. Both residuals behave poorly, when the volume
contained in the topmost 100 mbs is included in the calculations. Similar
results have been noted in previous computations involving the full 799
station network (Rosen, 1970).and have been ascribed to poor data and also
the imposed mass-continuity restriction. (The latter artificially forces the
horizontal boundary processes to zero at the 13 mb pressure surface, which
is taken to be the top of the atmosphere. ) However, since the input of sub-
stituted reports is greatest at high altitudes (Table 2), it appears that miss-
ing data by itself has little influence on the residual near the upper-level
boundary.
From the viewpoint of residuals, the net effect of using sub-
stituted data at the various levels is somewhat discouraging. A hemis-
pheric value of -0. 71 occurs from using the modified data, while the orig-
nal data yields a value of only +0. 29.
Briefly comparing the hemispheric values of some of the indi-
vidual terms in the table, we can see that the largest percentage change
occurs in [1'J , while the terms involving horizontal eddies ( f3'j , (3'" ,
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(9'3 and f9"} ) remain virtually unaffected. The vertical eddy terms,
(6'sj and {12'sl , are also fairly consistent, which is rather surprising
since they are obtained indirectly from values of ['v. . Finally there is
a tendency for the changes in terms (21 and {51 to cancel, which should
perhaps be expected, since [3 and lWJ are related to each other through
mass- continuity.
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CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSION
A. General remarks and recommendations for further research
It was suggested in the introduction that strong winds and/or
severe weather could influence the values of [1 by reducing the number
of wind measurements possessing northerly components. We found the
vertical averages of P.J to be somewhat less negative in the middle lati-
tudes (Fig. 4 and Table 3), but overall the use of substituted reports failed
to reveal any systematic differences between the two cross sections of
I.)J in Fig. 2. Indeed, the two panels are so similar, that it causes one
to question the effectiveness of substituting alternate station reports to
compensate for the missing data.
The effects of missing data are admittedly diluted, since only
59 of the 206 stations possess alternate station clusters. Of greater sig-
nificance, however, is the percent of missing primary station observations
compensated for at the various levels by the use of alternate station reports.
As shown in Table 2, the procedure is most effective in the middle levels,
moderately successful in the upper levels, but fairly poor in the lowest
levels. Th e small number of observations available below 900 mbs is un-
doubtedly the result of many stations being located above that level. In
the upper levels when the wind is exceptionally strong over a primary
station, the flow on either side may be strong enough at times to also
cause the alternate station report to be missing. Thus,, the substitution
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procedure may not be entirely effective in the case of missing data due to
strong winds. This suggestion is supported by the fact that no noticeable
increase occurred in the mean zonal velocity, {i2] , and that the greatest
change in individual terms generally occurred in regions located away from
the mean jet. This problem cannot be satisfactorily answered here, since
the prese nt investigation can not actually resolve the different causes for
missing data. Repeating the calculations for a season when the winds are
not so strong, for example fall, might improve the wind statistics in the
upper levels and provide some insight into this problem. An even better
procedure, which tests only for a'light wind bias, would be to eliminate
10 percent of the strongest winds at each station, say at the 200 or 300 mb
levels.
While no systematic bias was detected in the values of [0J
there was a tendency for the for the terms computed directly from [9
( (1'} , [1} , (2} , (7} , and f8) ) to become more nega-
tive, or less positive, when the modified values of NI. were used. This
somewhat unexpected result could be due to the biased sampling of the
wind field brought about by the asymmetry in the primary station distri-
bution. Furthermore, there are undoubtedly some errors introduced in
the lower levels, where local topographic influences can render the sub-
stituted observation unrepresentative of conditions at the primary station.
For high latitude stations, using a maximum distrance of 400 km between a
primary and alternate station may also introduce unrepresentative data .
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The fact that the vertical averages of [/ in this investigation
and in the observational studies mentioned earlier (e. g., Starr, Peixoto
and Sims, 1970; Tucker, 1959; and Palmen and Vuorela, 1963) were not
zero demonstrates the difficulties in obtaining accurate estimates of [71
It may be impossible to produce significantly better values of ~jI without
a much more dense station network than is presently feasible, or even
practidal in the near future. One way to by-pass the uncertainties associ-
ated with is to calculate it indirectly from momentum and mass-
balance considerations (e. g., Gilman, 1965 and Holopainen, 1967). In
spite of losing some of the luster that is associated with a purely observa-
tional study, it would appear profitable to repeat the calculations using
indirect values of P0 .
In both calculations, the residuals behaved poorly near the
upper boundary implying a need for further study in this area. Part of
the problem lies with the fact that reliable estimates of vertical motion
using independent methods are not yet possible. The effect of the imposed
continuity restriction on vertical processes and consequently on the zonal
kinetic energy balance is yet to be completely resolved.
The transport of zonal kinetic en ergy upward to drive the
stratospheric refrigerator is another interesting point for further study.
A comparison between indirectly measured zonal kinetic En ergy transports
and transports calculated using adiabatic [wU] 's could be used to isolate
and study the effects of nonadiabatic processes associated with the
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tropospheric heat engine.
Alternate station data could do little to improve the sparse
data regions over oceans. The use of satellite-viewed cloud, patterns and
features to infer'the circulation in these data sparse regions is promising.
Macdonald (1968, 1969) has obtained rough estimates of the mean wind
field and the mean momentum flux by following the daily movements of
cyclones and anticyclones from satellite photographs. Studies by others
(e. g., Shenk and Kreins, 1970), using cloud movemehts,_ gield upper
level wind statistics that appear comparable to conventional measurements.
To utilize any sort of satellite data in our five year study, however, it will
probably be necessary to collect another five years of data, since the oper-
ational use of satellites was limited during the original five year period
(May 1958 to April 1963).
B. Summary of conclusions
The fact that both set of calculations yield similar results is
encouraging. An adjustment of approximately three to five percent in the
total number of missing reports failed to detect any systematic errors in
the observed mean wind fields. It was found that the terms involving
horizontal eddy motions were the most stable, while the greatest percent-
age change occurred in the value of the Coriolis term. Even the so-called
a -terms did not differ appreciably. In short, the missing data had
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only a marginal influence on the quantitative results.
Our investigation seems to indicate that even if better methods
are found to improve the quantity of upper level reports at individual
observation sites, that such methods would act to refine our existing
knowledge of the zonal kinetic energy balance, rather than produce
drastically different results.
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Table 9. A complete station listing. Alternate stations are indented.
Walker sequence
number
003
100
010
013
007
011
016
015
018
034
025
022
023
027
028
029
030
001
032
045
044
048
046
051
054
052
058
056
037
059
075
081
077
076
074
087
084
W.M.O. block and
station- number
01028
21007
02077
02963
01324
02084
03026
02005
03171
06011
03953
03808
03917
04202
04220
04270
04310
01005
04340
07510
07354
08159
07645
08495
08536
08509
10202
10035
06260
10338
13130
16604,
13334
13276
12843
16560
16242
degrees
latitude
74.52
78.07
59.35
60.82
60.20
57.72
58.22
60.13
56.38
62.05
51.93
50.22
54.65
76.52
68.70
61.18
81.60
78.04
70.42
44.85
48.65
41.68
43.87
36.15
38.77
38.75
53.37
54.53
52.10
52.47
45.82
46.03
43.52
44.78
47.43
39.25
41.80
degrees
longitude
-19.02
-14.22
-17.95
-23.48
-11.08
-11.78
6.33
1.17
2.88
6.76
10.25
5.32
6.22
68.84
52.87
45.42
16.67
13.38
21.97
.70
-1.72
1.07
-4.40
5.35
9.15
27.09
-7.22
-9.55
-5.18
-9.70
-16.03
-13.03
-16.43
-20.53
-19.18
-9.05
-12.33
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2 3 4
090 16716 37.90 -23.73
094 17220 38.40 -27.17
089 16622 40.52 -22.97
096 17606 35.15 -33.28
295 40007 36.18 -37.21
097 20046 80.62 -58.05
098 20047 80.45 -52.80
099 20069 79.50 -76.98
105 20674 73.18 -80.23
104 20667 73.18 -70.04
124 23074 69.40 -86.17
111 21647 73.50 -143.23
108 21358 76.15 -152.84
109 21432 76.00 -137.90
118 22217 67.13 -32.43
119 22522 64.98 -34.78
012 02836 67.37 -26.65
116 23552 68.97 -33.05
136 23955 60.43 -77.87
191 29231 58.30 -83.90
131 23552 64.92 -77.82
142 24688 63.27 -143.15
145 24793 62.70 -149.10
144 24790 61.80 -148.80
147 24908 60.33 -102.27
192 29282 58.42 -97.40
146 24817 61.27 -108.02
140 24507 64.17 -100.07
148 24944 60.40 -120.42
212 31004 58.62 -125.37
141 24621 63.77 -121.62
155 25551 64.68 
-170.42
157 25594 64.43 -170.23
153 25299 66.17 -169.83
176 27196 58.65 
-49.62
132 23804 61.67 -50.85
178 27595 55.58 
-49.18
184 28225 58.02 
-56.30
210 309538 50.37 
-108.75
203 30635 53.43 
-108.98209 30758 52.05 
-113.48
207 30710 52.27 
-104.35323 44292 47.43 
-106.93
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2 3 4
219 31538 50.07 -132.13
222 31735 48.52 -135.17
218 31510 50.27 -127.50
221 31707 47.73 -132.93
216 31329 53.07 -132.93
226 31960 43.12 -131.90
407 54292 42.90 -129.52
224 31873 45.87 -133.73
230 32165 44.02 -145.82
337 47420 43.33 -145.58
335 47401 45.42 -141.68
336 47420 43.05 -141.33
233 32217 50.00 -155.38
234 32387 56.32 -160.83
235 32540 52.97 -158.75
236 32618 55.20 -165.98
240 33345 50.40 -30.45
238 33036 52.03 -29.18
239 33317 50.17 -27.05
244 33791 47.93 -33.33
261 35229 50.28 -57.15
260 35121 51.75 -55.10
267 35796 46.90 -75.00
264 35394 49.80 -73.14
269 36096 51.67 -94.38
198 29865 53.75 -91.40
278 37789 40.13 -44.47
277 37549 41.68 -44.95
279 37860 41.00 -49.00
280 37985 38.73 -48.83
291 38836 38.58 -68.78
293 38954 37.50 -71.50
286 38457 41.27 -69.27
292 38880 37.97 -58.33
290 38750 37.47 -53.97
294 38989 36.06 -62.72
297 40427 26.27 -50.62
298 42182 28.58 -45.02
307 42182 28.58 -77.20
314 42809 22.82 -88.45
315 42867 21.10 -79.85
317 43003 19.12 
-72.85
319 43279 13.00 
-80.18
326 45004 22.32 
-114.17
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2 3 4
'334 47187 33.17 -126.20
333 47132 36.27 -127.28
347 47807 33.57 -130.35
:340 47590 38.27 -140.90
339 47582 39.72 -140.10
342 47646 36.05 -140.13
341 47600 37.38 -136.90
350 47931 26.35 -127.75
351 47963 30.48 -140.30
343 47678 33.12 -139.78
352 48327 18.78 -98.98
,353 48455 13.73 -100.50
1354 48568 7.18 -103.62
355 48694 1.35 -108.18
357 48855 16.05 -103.92
358 48900 10.82 -106.67
1375 51777 39.07 -88.05
377 51895 37.85 -91.65
373 51656 41,50 -86.15
388 52681 38.73 -103.10
399 53614 38.42 -106.27
392 52889 36.05 -103.95
382 52391 41.70 -104.03
387 52652 38.43 -100.58
413 54511 39.93 -116.33
414 54534 39.67 -118.12
406 54218 42.27 -118.90
396 53463 40.82 -111.68
o421 55591 29.72 -91.04
428 56294 30.68 -104.07
429 56492 28.82 -104.07
447 57518 29.48 -106.33
446 57515 29.50 -106.55
434 56778 25.04 -102.73
445 57494 30.42 -114.28
462 58606 28.67 -115.97
444 57467 30.70 -111.07
448 57679 28.25 -112.85
469 58965 25.07 -121.33
482 59981 16.85 -112.33
484 60119 34.30 -6.60
485 60390 36.72 -3.23
490 61052 13.48 
-2.17
492 61642 14.73 17.43
493
-088
496
496
499
500
502
503
505
506
507
513
514
512
516
522
523
521
62011
16596
62062
63206
62414
62721
64650
64700
65201
65578
70026
70261
70273
70231
70316
70414
70409
70454
72201
72250
72259
72248
72353
72265
72253
72311
72208
72317
72232
72493
72469
72572
72493
72392
72394
72518
74496
72606
72528
72722
32.90
35.83
32.08
31.33
24.03
15.60
4.38
12.13
6.58
5.25
71.30
64.82
61.17
62.96
55.90
52.72
51.90
52.83
24.55
25.92
32.83
32.47
35.40
32.93
29.53
33.95
32.90
36.08
32.30
39.10
39.77
40.77
37.73
34.55
34.90
42.75
40.65
43.65
42.93
46.37
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-13.28
-14.28
-23.92
-27.22
-32.88
-32.55
-15.03
-18.57
-3.33
3.95
156.78
147.87
149.98
155.62
-162.72
-174.10
176.65
-173.18
81.80
97.47
97.83
93.82
102.20
97.60
98.47
83.32
80.04
79.95
86.40
108.53
104.90
111.97
122.20
120.60
120.45
73.80
73.78
70.32
78.73
75.98
524
536
539
535
554
541
538
550
527
551
531
570
569
580
572
560
561
574
634
585
576
593
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1 2 3 4
578 72553 41.38 93.03
.568 72456 39.07 95.62
566 72445 38.97 92.37
588 72655 45.58 94.18
579 72562 41.13 100.70
598 72775 47.50 111.52
597 72775 48.18 106.63
599 72785 47.62 117.52
602 72807 47.30 54.00
604 72815 48.53 58.55
605 72816 53.32 60.42
607 72837 51.27 80.65
609 72867 53.97 101.10
616 72915 64.20 83.37
620 72934 60.03 111.97
626 74043 65.28 126.80
628 74082 76.23 119.33
631 74072 82.50 62.33
617 72917 80.00 85.93
633 74109 50.68 127.37
601 72798 48.38 124.73
611 72896 53.88 122.68
637 76644 20.97 89.52
638 76679 19.40 99.20
640 78016 32.38 64.67
643 78089 24.07 74.53
649 78467 17.93 76.78
650 78467 19.05 69.38
652 78501 17.40 83.93
654 78806 8.97 79.56
655 78867 17.11 61.78
659 78967 10.68 61.35
660 78988 12.22 68.98
661 80001 12.80 81.67
662 80224 4.60 74.08
663 91066 28.22 177.32
664 91115 24.78 
-141.33
665 91131 24.28 -153.97
666 91165 21.87 159.35
667 91217 14.96 
-144.84
669 91245 19.28 
-166.65
670 91250 12.33 
-162.33
671 91275 17.33 
-169.52672 91285 19.73 155.07673 91334 7.45 
-151.83
-74-
2 3 4
674 91348 6.97 -158.22
675 91366 8.72 -167.73
676 91376 7.10 -171-40
679 91700 -2.27 171.72
680 98327 15.17 -120.57
682 99041 45.00 16.00
683 99052 52.50 20.00
684 99061 59.00 20.00
685 99063 62.00 33.00
686 99176 83.10 151.00
688 99185 86.00 49.00
690 99276 79.30 -160.90
693 99360 66.00 -2.00
006 01241 63.70 -9.62
695 32.66 114.60
546 72290 32.73 117.17
544 72274 32.13 110.93
557 72374 35.02 110.73
696 02B 56.50 51.00
697 03C 52.80 35.50
698 04D 44.00 41.00
699 05E 25.00 48.00
700 17P 50.00 145.00
701 24N 30.00 140.00
702 25V 34.00 -164.00
704 41350 -.68 -73.17
706 41350 24.90 -67.13
707 41917 23.77 -90.38
708 42339 26.30 -73.03
709 42339 28.58 -77.20
710 42475 25.45 -81.74
711 42809 22.82 -88.45
712 42867 21.10 -79.05
713 43003 19.12 -72.85
714 43149 17.72 -83.23
715 43279 13.00 -80.18
716 43333 12.67 -92.72
717 43371 8.48 -76.95
729 61401 12.62 8.03
730 61401 25.23 11.62
731 61900 
-9.72 14.42
733 61995 
-20.30 57.50
734 63450 9.00 
-38.73
735 63741 
-1.30 
-36.75
736 63741 
-6.87 
-39.20
737 64005 
.05 
-18.27
738 64210 
-4.32 
-15.32
-75-
1 2 3 4
740 64400 -4.83 -11.90
741 64501 -. 70 -8.75
743 64750 9.15 -18.38
745 64870 7.28 -9.72
746 64910 4.02 -13.23
749 66160 -8.85 -13.32
752 67009 -12.28 -49.30
753 67085 -18.90 -47.53
754 67197 -25.03 -46.97
755 67241 -15.02 -28.45
758 67663 -14.47 -40.67
759 67774 -17.83 -31.02
762 81405 4.83 52.37
763 82400 -3.83 32.42
764 82898 -8.02 34.85
765 - 83781 -23.55 46.63
766 84129 -2.14 79.87
767 84631 -12.10 77.87
769 91334 7.45 -151.83
770 91348 6.97 -158.22
771 91376 7.10 -171.40
772 91408 7.35 -134.48
773 91489 2.00 157.40
774 91517 -9.42 -159.97
775 91643 -8.52 -179.20
776 91680 -17.75 -177.45
777 91843 -21.20 159.77
778 91938 -17.53 149.58
779 94027 -6.72 
- -147.00
780 94120 -12.43 -130.87
781 94294 -19.25 -146.77
782 94299 -16.30 -118.62
783 94312 -20.38 -149.77
784 94335 -20.67 
-140.50
787 96996 
-12.08 
-96.88
791 60571 31.63 2.25
792 60625 26.97 
-1.08
793 60680 22.76 
-5.51
-76-.
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